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ABSTRACT 
We study certain operator inequalities that arise when the resistors in the 
Wheatstone bridge in circuit theory are replaced by resistance boxes; that is, when 
nonnegative numbers are replaced by positive operators on Hilbert space. We show 
that the geometric mean of two positive operators is the unique fixed point of a 
certain operator mapping that arises from consideration of the Wheatstone bridge. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The connection shown in Figure 1 is called the Wheatstone bridge 
connection; see [5, Sections 2 and 31 and [6, p. 261. For A, B, C, and D fixed 
nonnegative numbers and E a nonnegative number, let R, denote the joint 
resistance of the Wheatstone bridge. That is, if a voltage v is impressed 
between terminals 1 and 2 and i is the current flowing in the resulting 
circuit, then v = R,i. It is shown in [S], on the basis of Rayleigh’s principle, 
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FIG. 1. The Wheatstone bridge connection. 
that 
0) 
Here R, is the joint resistance when E is replaced by a closed switch, and 
R, is the joint resistance when E is replaced by an open switch. 
In [5] it is mentioned that presumably (1) can be extended to matrices. In 
Section 2 we show that (1) remains true if A, B, C, D, and E are positive 
operators in B(H), the set of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H. 
If B=C and A = D in Figure 1, then R,= 2(A-‘+ B-l)-’ is the 
harmonic mean of A and B, while R, = +(A + B) is the arithmetic mean of 
A and B. Because of (1) and the harmonic-geometric-arithmetic mean 
inequality, it seems natural to ask what choice of E yields R, = (AB)‘12, the 
geometric mean of A and B. For A and B positive numbers it turns out that 
R,=(AB) ‘I2 if and only if E = (AB) ‘12. In Section 3 we show that if A and 
B are positive invertible operators in B(H), then R, = E if and only if 
E = Al/7 A -l/2&4 - ‘9 ‘12A’/2. 
This is one more justification for calling 
A’/“( A - ‘/2BA - 1/2)l/2A1/2 
the geometric mean of positive invertible operators A and B; see [B] and [4]. 
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FIG. 2. 
In this paper we will consider Figure 1 with the resistors replaced by 
black boxes with impedance operators A, B, C, D, and E, all positive 
operators in B(H). Let 0 be the voltage between terminals 1 and 2. Let ii, 
. . . 
22, 23, 249 and is be the currents flowing through boxes A, C, E, B, and D, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 2. A current i is called admissible if and only 
if the following equations are satisfied: 
(a) o = Ai, + Bi,, 
(b) 0 = - Ai, + Ci, + Ei, (Kirchoff’s voltage relations), 
(c) 0 = - Ei, - Bi, + Di,, 
(4 i, = i - i,, 
(e) i, = i, - i, (Kirchoff’s current relations), 
(f) i, = i - i,. 
If the current and voltage relations are satisfied, then it follows from (b), 
(d), and (e) that 
Ai = (A + C + E)i, - Ei, 
and from (c), (e), and (f) that 
Bi= - Ei,+(B+ D+E)i,. 
That is, if i is admissible, then 
A 
[ 1 Bi 
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is in the range of 
A+C+E -E Q=[ -E 1 B+D+E ’ 
Conversely, if 
[i]i=p[i:l, 
then (b) and (c) are satisfied if u, i,, i,, and i, are defined by (a), (d), (e), 
and (f), respectively. Thus, a current i in H is admissible if and only if 
A 
[ 1 Bi 
is in the range of Q. 
We could formally define i in H to be admissible if 
A 
[ 1 Bi 
belongs to the range of Q without referring to the Wheatstone bridge. Since 
A+C 0 
Q=L 0 B+D I+[ -: -;I 
and 
E -E 
-E E 1 
is positive, it is easily seen that 
nullQcnull[A B]. 
Hence, in finite dimensions, 
range A 
[ I B 
c range Q 
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and every current i is admissible. In infinite dimensions, if A + C and B + D 
are both invertible, then Q is invertible and every current i is admissible. 
If the current relations are satisfied, then the voltage relations can be 
written as 
where 
A+B -B 
T,(A,B,C,D)= -A A+-C:E -E 1 . -B -E B+D+E 
LEMMA 1. Zf A, B, C, D, and E are positive operators in B(H), then 
T = T,( A, B, C, D) is positive and is monotone in each of the variables A, B, 
C, D, and E. 
Proof. This is immediate from the following representation: 
We now use the concept of the shorted operator of a positive operator; 
see [2]. Let S(T) be the shorted operator of T = T&A, B, C, D) to the 
subspace H@ (0) @ {0}, and let S,(T) be the restriction of S(T) to the first 
copy of H @ H @ H. Then for i any admissible current we have that 
By [2, Theorem 21, 
(2) 
range(T-S(T))1’2n(H@{0}@{0})= {0}, 
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and the left hand side of (2) is in H@ (0) @ {0}, so it follows that o = S,(T)i. 
We are thus led to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. For A, B, C, D, and E positive operators in B(H), 
define R,(A, B,C, 0) = S,(T,(A, B, C, D)). 
We have that 0 = R&A, B, C, D)i for any admissible current i. Hence, 
R Fz( A, B, C, D) is the impedance operator of the Wheatstone bridge whenever 
H is finite dimensional, or for any H if A + C and B + D are invertible. It 
follows from Lemma 1 and properties of the shorted operator (see [2]) that 
RI.:( A, B, C, D) is monotone in each variable and is strongly continuous from 
above in each variable. 
Another form for the impedance operator for the Wheatstone bridge is 
given in [6, p. 261. The framework of [3, Theorem 131 may also be used to 
define RE( A, B, C, D). Indeed, 
1 E 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 T,(A,B,C,D)=Q 0 0 B 0 0 Q*, 
0 0 0 c 0 
0 0 0 0 D 
1 
where 
1 0 0 
0 10. 
-1 0 1 I 
This observation yields another proof of Lemma 1. It follows that 
Rk:( A, I?, C, D) is the upper left hand corner of the short of 
QooBOO 
i E OA 0 0 0 c 0 D 01 0* 
to H~{0}~{0}6+{0}cB(0}. 
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2. SOME OPERATOR INEQUALITIES 
In this section we prove some equalities and inequalities for RE( A, B, 
C, D) that are motivated by considering R, as the impedance of the 
Wheatstone bridge. 
LEMMA 3. For every invertible U in B( H @ H @ H) of the form 
1 * * 
u=o * * I 1 0 * * 
we have that 
(The * ‘s in the matrix for U denote arbitrary elements.) 
Proof. First assume that A + C and B + D are both invertible. Then 
every i in H is an admissible current, and for T = T,(A, B, C, D) we have 
that for any i in H there are vectors i, and i5 in H with 
Hence, 
i 
=T(U*)-’ * 
[I 
. 
* 
, 
84 
and 
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[I p -s(u-‘T(U*)-‘) : 1'1 * (3) 
equals 
(u-II’(‘- ( -1 ( S U T U*,-‘))[ {]. 
The vector in (3) is in H@ (0) @ {0}, so by [2, Theorem 21 
=S(U-lT(U*)-‘) : . [ 1 * 
Hence v = Sa(U’T(U*)-‘)i. But v = R,(A, B,C, D)i for any admissible 
current i. So R,(A, B, C, D) = S,(U-‘T(U*)-‘) if A + C and B + D are 
both invertible. The general case follows from the continuity properties of the 
shorted operator; see [2]. n 
If RE( A, B, C, D) is considered as the impedance of the Wheatstone 
bridge, the following properties are physically clear. 
PROPOSITION 4. If A, B, C, D, and E are positive operators in B(H), 
then 
&(A, B,C, D) = R,(C, D, A, B) 
&(A, B,C, D) = R&4 A, D,C> 
R,(A B, C, D) = R,(D, C, B, A). 
Proof. Take 
Then U= U-i and U-‘T,(A, B, C, D)(U*)-’ = T,(C, D, A, B). By Lemma 
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3 this implies that R,(A, J3, C, 0) = R,(C, D, A, B). To prove the second 
equality, take z u=o i 0 0 0 0 I I. 10 
The third equality is proven by combining the first two equalities. n 
The next two propositions extend the scalar equations (1) to the operator 
case. The parallel sum A : B of two positive operators in B(H) is defined and 
studied in [2]. 
THEOREM 5. If A, B, C, D, and E are positive operators in B(H), then 
A:C+B:D<R,;(A,B,C,D). 
Proof. By monotonicity it suffices to prove that 
R,(A,B,C,D)=A:C+B:D 
provided A + C and B + D are invertible. But 
A+B -A 
T,(A,B,C,D)= -A A+C ;” , 
-B 0 B+D 1 
S,(T,,)=(A+B)-[A B][A;C ’ ]-l[;] 
B+D 
=A:C+B:D. n 
PROPOSITION 6. Zf A, B, C, D, and E are positive operators in B(H), 
thenR,(A, B,C,D)<(A+B):(C+D). 
Proof. By the strong continuity from above of these quantities, it 
suffices to assume that A + C and B + D are both invertible. By monotonic- 
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ity it suffices to prove that 
(A + B):(C+ 0) = tlimWR,(A, B,C, 0). 
To this end take 
IO 0 
u=o z I. 
[ 1 0 0 -z 
Then U=V’, and U~‘T,(A,B,C,D)(U*)-‘equals 
A+B -(A+B) B 
-(A+B) A+c+B+D -(B+D) . 
B -(B+D) B+D+E 1 
It then follows from Lemma 3 and [2] that if t > 0 we have that 
R,(A, B, C, D) equals 
(A+B)-[A+B -B] ATrB++Bi)D 4B+D) 
B+D+t 
Using [7, (7), p. 461 to compute the inverse, it is immediate that 
A+B+C+D -(B+D) -' 
-(B+D) B+D+t 1 
converges to 
[ 
(A+B+~+D)-' 0 
0 0 1 
at t goes to infinity. Hence 
lim R,(A,B,C,D)=(A+B)-(A+B)(A+B+C+D)-'(A+B) 
t+m 
=(A+B):(c+D). w 
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3. A FIXED POINT THEOREM 
Let A in B(H) be positive and invertible, and let B in B(H) be positive. 
Let R,,; = R&A, B, B, A). In this section we show that the unique fixed 
point of the mapping E + R, is 
E = A’/2( A ~ l/2&4 - ‘9 1/2A’/2. 
The operator A’/2( A “‘BA 1/2)1/2A1/2 = A #B is called the geometric 
mean of A and B in [4] and [B] and arises in other contexts. If A is not 
invertible, then A #B is defined by taking limits; see [4] or [B]. 
LEMMA 7. Zf X, A, B, C, D, and E are positive operators in B(H) with 
X invertible, then 
XR,( A, B, C, D)X = R,,,( XAX, XBX, XCX, XDX). 
Proof. It follows from the definition of the shorted operator as the 
solution of a maximum problem [2, Theorem 11 that if T and Q are positive 
operators in B(H) with Q invertible, and S is a closed subspace of H with 
Q(S) = S, then S(QTQ) = QS(T)Q, w h ere S(T) denotes the short of T to the 
subspace S. Apply this with T = T,(A, B, C, D), 
x 0 0 
Q=o x o, 
[ 1 0 0 x 
and S = H@ (0) @ {0}, and the conclusion of the lemma follows. W 
THEOREM 8. Zf A and B in B(H) are positive with A invertible and 
E = A # B, then RE( A, B, B, A) = E. 
Proof. By Lemma 7, A-1/2RE(A, B, B, A)Ap1j2 equals 
R,(Z, A-1’2BAp1’2, A-1’2BA-1/2, Z), (4 
where Y = ( A-‘/2BAP 1/2)1/2. By definition, the operator in (4) equals the 
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upper left hand corner of the shorted operator of 
[ 
I+Y2 -1 -Y2 
-1 z+Y+Y2 -Y 
-Y2 -Y 1+Y+Y2 I 
to H@ (0) @ {0}, which by [2] equals 
(l-tY2)- [I Y”] l+ycy2 I -y l+Y+Y2 ]-‘[;2]. (5) 
It is easily seen that 
1 
1+Y+Y2 -y -1 
-Y z+Y+Y2 1 
equals 
where 2 = (1 + Y + Y 2)2 - Y 2. Therefore, (5) equals 
which equals 
which, in turn, equals Y. Hence 
A-‘/2R,(A, B, B, +-‘/2= (A-1/2&-1/2)1’2, 
or R,(A, B, B, A) = E, if E = A #B. n 
Theorem 8 says that A #B is a fixed point of the mapping E + 
R,(A, B, B, A). The next two theorems show that A #B is the only fixed 
point of this mapping. 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose E, A, and B are positive operators in B(H) with 
A + B invertible. Zf RE( A, B, B, A) < E, then E > A# B. 
Proof. First, assume that we have proved the theorem in the case that 
A + B = I. Then if C = A + B and R, < E, it follows from Lemma 7 that 
where F = C-‘/2EC-‘/2, G = C-‘/2ACp’/2, and H = C-1/2BC-1/2s But 
G+ H=Z, so by our assumption we have that F>G#H. Since G#H= 
C+‘2(A#B)C- ‘I2 by [4, Corollary 1.2.11, it follows that E > A# B. 
Now assume that A + B = 1. Then for any positive X in B(H) let 
f(X)=R,(Z-B,B,B,Z-B).Then 
If XB = BX, then 
f(X)=Z-(Z+2X)-‘(2B2-2B+Z+X) 
=(Z+2X)-‘(X+2B(Z-B)). (6) 
It follows that if XB = BX, then f(X) < X implies that 
X>(Z-B)#B 
and f(X) >, X implies that X < (I - B) #B. (This uses the fact that the 
square root function is monotone on positive operators.) Also note that if 
BX = XB then Bf(X) = f(X)B. Our hypothesis in Theorem 9 is that f(E) < 
E. Let 
X0= f(O)=2(Z-B)B=2((Z-B): B) 
(the harmonic mean of B and Z - B). By Lemma 1, 
X0= f(O)< f(E)<E and X,<f(X,). 
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Recursively define X, = f(X,_,). Then for all n, X, commutes with B and 
X,? G Xn+l < E. Let X, be the strong operator topology limit of the increas- 
ing sequence X,. It follows from Equation (6) and the properties of conver- 
gence in the strong operator topology that f(X,) = X,. Hence f(X,) < X, 
and 
(I-B)#B<X,<E. n 
THEOREM 10. Suppose E, A, and B are positive operators in B(H) with 
A + B invertible. Zf RE( A, B, B, A) > E, then E < A #B. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 9, it suffices to consider the case 
when A + B = 1. Define f(X) as in the proof of Theorem 9. By Proposition 
6, f(X) < :Z for every positive X. The hypothesis in Theorem 10 is that 
f(E) >, E. Let X, = iZ; then f(X,) < X,. Recursively define X, = f(X,_,). 
Then for all n, X, commutes with B and E < Xn+l < X,. Let X, be the 
strong operator topology limit of the decreasing sequence X,. From (6) and 
the properties of convergence in the strong operator topology it follows that 
f( X,) = X,. Then f(X,) > X,, so by the proof of Theorem 9 it follows that 
E<X,<(Z-B)#B. n 
The assumption of invertibility of A + B in Theorems 9 and 10 can be 
replaced by the assumption that A + B has closed range. Therefore, in the 
finite dimensional case the theorems are valid without any restrictions. 
Besides proving that the map E + RE( A, B, B, A) has a unique positive 
fixed point, Theorems 9 and 10 obviously have an interpretation in terms of 
the impedance of the Wheatstone bridge connection. 
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